ABSTRACT: We describe an emulsion based preparation of patchy composite particles (diameter of 100-500 µm) consisting of a disc-like epoxy core and a belt of porous polystyrene particles (diameter of 30 µm) with magnetite within the pores. Compared to the magnetically uniform polystyrene particles, the spontaneous aggregation of composite particles is suppressed when dispersed into liquid, which is attributed to the increased particle size, reduced magnetic susceptibility and the shape of the magnetic domain distribution within the particles (spheric versus a belt). When the composite particles are coated by platinum-palladium layer we demonstrate they can be employed as switchable catalyst carriers, moving from one liquid phase to another when controlled by an external magnetic field.
Introduction
Magnetic field-responsive polymer composites 1,2 containing submicron or micron sized ferri-or ferromagnetic particles dispersed in a polymer matrix have a rich variety of applications including actuators 3, 4 and magnetorheological elastomers. 5, 6 These composites can be produced as microparticles with two notable properties. First, they can incorporate different functionalities having, for example, a magnetic core connected to a polymer shell with a catalytically active palladium group. 7 Polymer coiling and thus catalytic activity can be controlled through thermal transition while the magnetic core allows magnetic separation and the reuse of the catalyst. Second, they can show anisotropy locally within the particles (1) or globally amongst the particles organized aligned within the matrix as induced by (2) external or (3) internal fields.
(1) The particles can manifest internal magnetic anisotropy. Micron sized polymer particles with permanent internal magnetic anisotropy, also known as magnetic Janus particles, can be prepared from the mixture of oligomers and magnetic beads using microfluidics combined with an external magnetic field upon polymerization. 8 This method has numerous variants including addition of non-magnetic colloidal beads that are accumulated onto the particle-end opposite to the magnetic beads by gravitation. 9, 10 An alternative method is to use microfluidics for particle formation and mix magnetic beads or magnetic nanoparticles with two different polymers and a selective solvent, the solvent evaporation leading to phase segregation and bead accumulation into one phase. 11, 12 Particles may also be half-immersed into soft polymer matrix such that magnetic beads are transferred onto the surface of non-immersed half by chemical vapor deposition. 13 Detaching these half-coated particles from the polymer substrate possessed both asymmetric Janus particles and, with an extra etching step, ternary particles with a belt around the particles. Common to these methods are exceedingly well-defined monodisperse particles but certain difficulties in upscaling of process for potential the bulk applications.
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(2) The particles can be assembled and aligned into chainlike formations by an external magnetic field. Aligning particles by external field allows anisotropic conductivity, 14,15 magnetic susceptibility, 16 permittivity, 17 magnetoresitance, 18 or piezoresistivity. 14, 19 Aligning particle chain from an isotropic dilute system leads also a conductivity jump and increased transparency in the alignment direction. 20, 21 (3) When dispersed into a fluid, the particles can interact through magnetic dipolar forces and selforganize into anisotropic aggregates even without an external field. This process is diffusion limited and depends on magnetic moments that in turn depend on the particle size and composition. 22, 23 In this paper, we describe emulsion based preparation of composite particles (diameter of 100-500 µm) consisting of a disc-like epoxy core and a belt of porous polystyrene particles (diameter of 30 µm) with magnetite within the pores. Compared to the relatively uniform polystyrene particles, the spontaneous aggregation of composite particles is suppressed when dispersed into liquid, which is attributed to the increased particle size, smaller relative magnetic susceptibility and shape of magnetic domain (sphere versus belt). When the composite particles are coated by platinum-palladium layer we demonstrate that they can be employed as switchable catalyst carriers, controlled by an external magnetic field. While this simple idea does not allow to form monodisperse and magnetically homogeneous composite particles, it allows a route towards mass-producing composite particles and could be followed by standard roll-to-roll and printing methods.
Theory
Particle aggregation. When magnetic microparticles are exposed to an external field, they form chains due to the induced dipole-dipole interaction with energy   
where m is the induced magnetic moment, r the center-to-center distance of a pair of microparticles, The strength of the pair-wise magnetic interactions acting in such a system relative to thermal forces (Brownian diffusion) can be characterized by the dipole coupling parameter
at contact, i.e., for r d  . Here B k is Boltzmann's constant and T the temperature.
The single particle energy in a magnetic field of flux density B is
From this expression it can be deduced that the magnetic force pulling a magnetic particle exposed to a flux density B is generally given by
where  0 is the permeability of free space and V the particle volume. Thus, the force depends on both the flux density and its gradient B .
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The single-particle effect of the magnetic field is characterized by the field coupling parameter 
where d is the particle diameter and  the contact angle, i.e., the angle between the interface and the tangent to the particle surface at the contact point. The maximum energy neede to remove any particle from the interface is then
The force needed to pull spherical particle through the interface can be estimated to be of order Magnetically switched catalyst carrier. Hydrogen peroxide decomposes into water and oxygen gas as 2H 2 O 2 (aq.) 2H 2 O(l)+O 2 (g). This reaction is slow but when catalyzed by platinum it leads to visible oxygen bubble arising from aqueous H 2 O 2 . This reaction was studied using a small test tube with an aqueous H 2 O 2 layer covered by a toluene layer. Platinum coated composite particles were added to this system and the Halbach magnet was used to move particles between the toluene and hydrogen peroxide phases in order to start or stop the catalysis. Results and Discussion Figure 2 shows optical micrographs illustrating the preparation of the composite particles. This preparation involves mixing of two mixtures, one of epoxy resin with a hardener and another of silicone oil with magnetic PS particles. The epoxy phase is the minority compound in the so obtained emulsion and remains as drops in silicone phase. The droplet formation is best visible without the red magnetically loaded PS particles (Figure 2(a) ). This emulsion is spread onto a glass substrate in order to make a film having a thickness (100-300 m) of the same order of magnitude as the size of epoxy droplets (Figure 2(b) ).
The epoxy drops are slightly heavier than silicone oil and tend to fall to the bottom of the film. These drops form semi-spherical or half-ellipsoidal shape. Magnetic PS particles tend to accumulate on the surface of the epoxy droplets and are locked in placed when the drops are cured. The drops that are slightly larger than the film thickness do not remain flat after the spreading process but slightly contract, pushing the uppermost part of the hemi-sphere outside the film. In this case, the PS particles do not cover the part outside the film but accumulate only on the sides of the drops forming a continuous belt around the drop. Washing the silicone oil off reveals the composite particles on the surface ( Figure   2 (c)). In order to add an extra functionality, the upper hemi-spheric part of the composite particles can be subsequently coated by a Pt-Pd layer (Figure 2(d) ). Figure 4 shows optical micrographs of an approximately 1 mm thick fluid layer of freely moving PS particles and detached composite particles dispersed in toluene (0.26 % (w:w)) without and with an external 2 mT magnetic field. The particles are heavier than toluene and sink to the bottom of the dispersion. The PS particles form a random network structure without external field and chain structures with external field. The composite particles form loosely bound groups without the field. However, with the external field, composite particles aggregate into asymmetric clusters rather than one-dimensional chains.
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The difference in particle behavior shown in Fig. 4 can be understood as follows. Considering the magnetic PS particles in toluene, Eqs. (2) and (5) When the force is sufficiently strong, the composite particles can be dragged from one liquid phase into another and back again. There is a number of studies where this effect is used in dragging magnetic catalytic particles off from the reaction pool for catalyst recycling. 27 Pt-coated microparticles have been employed as active materials when immersed in aqueous H 2 O 2 where platinum catalyses peroxide dissocation. 28 This reaction is visually observable due to the releasing oxygen bobbles that also push particles away. The process illustrated in Fig. 6 can be understood as follows. The interfacial tension for the H 2 O 2 (aq.)-toluene interface is supposedly similar as the interfacial tension for water-toluene interface, 2 12 3.6 10 N/m     . 29 From Eqs. (6-7) we estimate that the force needed to pull a d~300 m composite particle through this interface is The z-direction is along the Halbach cylinder and the x-direction perpendicular to it (the main direction of the field). This value is of the same order of magnitude as the force needed to move a particle through the interface, thus allowing the dragging process. While this estimation does not take into account details such as particle shape and particle demagnetization effect, it implies that the magnetic force F m is an order of magnitude smaller than the interfacial force, F ,and thus explains why the dragging is not possible using our cubic magnet. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we describe emulsion based preparation of composite particles (diameter of 100-500 µm) consisting of a disc-like epoxy core and a belt of porous polystyrene particles (diameter of 30 µm) containing magnetite within the pores. Compared to the magnetically uniform polystyrene particles, the spontaneous aggregation of the composite particles is suppressed when dispersed intoa liquid, which is attributed to the increased particle size, reduced magnetic susceptibility and the location of magnetic domains within a belt around the particle. For composite particles coated by a platinum-palladium layer we demonstrate that they can be employed as switchable catalyst carriers, moving from one liquid phase to another as controlled by an external magnetic field.
